ANTI-DOPING 2018

- Testing programme
- WADA relations
- Whistle-blowers
- Athlete feedback
- Emerging threats
- TUE
TESTING PROGRAMME

- 8 Out-of-Competition tests
- 9 events selected for In-Competition tests
- NADO tests
- Status of alcohol testing

WADA RELATIONS

- Changes of European WADA Director
- Compliance questionnaire
WHISTLE-BLOWERS

- ADAG considering options:
  - WADA “Speak-Up” programme
  - FAI Protocols

- ADAG – Anti-Doping Advisory Group:
  - Chair – myself
  - Members
    - FAI Antidoping Manager (Segolene)
    - Dr Elsa Mai (NAC representative)
    - Dr Jacques Berlo (ASC representative)

ATHLETE FEEDBACK

I have received your letter and there is no limit to my outrage. We are speaking with you as deaf to the blind. You write memorized phrases to achieve the situation that you need in spite of the stupidity of the situation itself. I absolutely do not care, I emphasize once again, the attitude of WADA and all the tests. But your attitude towards ………….. in this regard makes me angry. You do not draw conclusions, and go to your goal, which will kill the entire ………….. in the end. What you do in regards to ………….. is outrageous and does not help the athletes at all and does not protect them from anything. If you have a little intelligence, you will definitely think about this situation and stop treating adults as naughty schoolchildren.
EMERGING THREATS

- Enhancement of oxygen transfer
- Gene doping

THERAPEUTIC USE EXEMPTIONS (TUE)

- Available for all to apply
- Approval managed through CIMP
- Lead time 21 days
- Protects pilots from adverse findings which can be an uncomfortable and threatening process